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245 00 $a Don't blame us! : $b exploding the myths about public sector workers. 

DCRM(B): 0C3. No title page 

DCRM(B): 0G3.1. Punctuation in the source 

DCRM(B): 1B1.1.Words considered part of the title proper 

DCRM(B): 1D1. Order and source of other title information 

260 ## $a New York, NY : $b Produced for Communications Workers of America 

(CWA) Local 1180 by the Labor Institute, $c [1984?] 

DCRM(B): 4B1.2. Place of publication, distribution, etc. 

Comment: Zip code is not included, as place of publication is not 

an address 

DCRM(B): 4C6.1. Two or more names of publishers, distributors, etc. 

DCRM(B): 4D6.1. Copyright dates and dates of deposit 

DCRM(B): 4D6.2. Copyright dates and dates of deposit 

300 ## $a 31, [1] p. : $b ill. ; $c 28 cm 

DCRM(B): 5B1.1. Publications in one physical unit 

DCRM(B): 5B1.3. Publications in one physical unit 

DCRM(B): 5C1.1. Illustration 

DCRM(B): 5D1.1. Size and format 

500 ## $a Cover title. 

DCRM(B): 7B3.1. Source of description; source of title proper. 

500 ## $a "Labor Institute: Les Leopold, Cydney Pullman, Howard Saunders. 

With research assistance from Michael Jacobs and Ellen Gurzinsky"--P. 

31. 

DCRM(B): 7B6.4. Other statements 

500 ## $a Place of publication from bottom of p. 31. 

500 ## $a Publisher/distributor statement from p. 2. 

500 ## $a Publication date suggested by copyright date on p. 3. 

DCRM(B): 7B8. Publication 
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500 ## $a Covers included in pagination. 

DCRM(B): 7B10.1. Physical description 

500 ## $a Library copy addressed to Ellen Shaffer of San Francisco, Calif. on 

back cover. $5 [INSTITUTION CODE] 

DCRM(B): 7B19.1.1. Copy being described and library holdings 

700 ## $a Shaffer, Ellen, $e former owner. $5 [INSTITUTION CODE] 

710 2# $a Communications Workers of America. $b Local 1180 (New York, N.Y.) 

710 2# $a Labor Institute (New York, N.Y.) 

752 ## $a United States $b New York (State) $d New York. 
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